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ishes from B.1 The sheikh then pockets his second fee.
How B happens to fall in with the plot by going crazy,
my friend did not explain. Proof of the antiquity of this
black art in Syria and Palestine was discovered in our
excavation of the Hebrew-Greek town of Marissa (Tell
Sandahannah), dating from the second and third centuries
B. C. Here were unearthed many soft limestone tablets,
some in fragments, scrawled with malignant sentiments in
Greek and Hebrew; together with a series of rude figures
or dolls, all under three inches in length, made of lead, whose
arms, legs and in some cases bodies were bound by ropes
or chains of iron or bronze.2 According to the principles
of magic, this torture was supposed to be duplicated by the
agony of the persons whom these dolls were made to repre-
sent. Parallel practices take place in Italy to-day.
In closing this chapter, emphasis should be laid on the
fact that it necessarily gives but a superficial account of
its subject. The point of view is from without. What
the inner dervish life may be we can only form a vague guess
based on such rare confessions as were made to Mr. Balden-
sperger by his dervish servant. Even that confession, it
may be remembered, was cut short by dervish scruples. To
appreciate the true content enshrined in religions forms
alien to our own requires not only exact, first-handed knowl-
edge of the forms themselves, but delicate* spiritual discern-
ment and keen personal sympathy with the votaries. If this
is true as between High-Churchman and Low-Churchman,
Quaker and Episcopalian, Protestant and Romanist, how
much more difficult is the problem when it affects Christian
and Moslem! And the difficulty is further enhanced when,
in the place of the ordinary Moslem, we are confronted with
the dervish, who adds to the common profession of Islam
the mystical doctrines and rites of his order. How strangely
the doctrines manifest themselves through the rites has been
1	In some cases the water in which the charm lias been soaked is
drunk by the one concerned.
2	See "Excavations in Palestine," plates 86-88, by Bliss and Macal-
istcr (London, 1902).

